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A. Introduction
When this nation declared its independence,
free from the shackles of colonialism, the founder of
this nation agreed to choose to become an independent
state and independent. Bung Karno call "independent
State stands on its own feet". To become an
independent nation's founding fathers chose Pancasila
as the state ideology. Footing all the policies and
decisions to be taken by the organizers of the State.
Not only Pancasila also serve as a source of
inspiration (live view), the moral foundation of the
nation, culture, ethics and the source of all law and
order. But along the way as well Pancasila repeatedly
received threats from within the country and the
values that are increasingly shifted due to eroded by
the influence of the life (politics, economy and
civilization), globally.
In the field of protection of IPRs, especially
patents, patent Indonesian law was powerless to back
or lay the groundwork, base of thinking on Pancasila
and the ideals of freedom. As a result, the nation's
independence in the field of natural resource
management are no longer tenable. The fact that more
than 80% of the world raw materials come from poor
countries and developing countries including
Indonesia) is used by less than a third of mankind. The
materials were exploited and exploration by the
advanced industrial countries by an instrument in
patent law. Foreigners ask for his patent protected in
Indonesia, but not implemented in Indonesia.
Indonesia should be satisfied with the various laws
and regulations in force in the country are increasingly
moving toward liberal capitalist.
This condition is not unconscious, but this
issue requires action and adjustment by the advanced
industrial countries with Indonesia that has limited
abilities. For example in Indonesia Pharmaceutical
industry wants to demand that are largely raw
materials produced by it must be used directly for
overcoming backwardness. Technology and Industry
and foreign inventions protected (according to the
legal system) in Indonesia should be implemented in
Indonesia.
This paper would like to invite us all while
sharing ideas and knowledge about IPR legal situation
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Patent protection in the era of the Industrial Revolution 4.0 will become more complex and entering the most
complicated relationships. Differences in how we apply the power and political choices among countries in defining
international relations in trade flows associated with IPR protection has caused a lot of tension and inequality. Even in
the context of Indonesia as a country that is not strong enough to compete in this era, has eroded the ideas and ideals of
independence. In the perspective of the ideology of Pancasila, these imbalances have shifted the national values, the
values of humanity, the unity, democratic values, the values of justice and even values of divinity.
The question that always comes to mind is; how we can cope with, prevent or at least reduce imbalances
arising from configuration various emerging forces in the industrial revolution 4.0. The era of the Industrial Revolution
4.0 has made the gap between generations and disparities between industrialized countries (as the owner of the patent)
by developing countries as a consumer country. Therefore, it becomes important to open a dialogue between the two.
Inter-generational dialogue and dialogue between industrialized countries to developing countries.
Without intending to exaggerate the problem, we must dare to make choices to prevent the continuation of the
trends of developed countries to launch its occupation of Indonesia by using patent law instruments. Along with that
Indonesia must develop its economy through its own power by exploiting the potential that exists in the country. Patent
law instrument should be able to oversee the ideals of independence, and return to the ideology of Pancasila if the nation
wants to be independent and self-sufficient nation.
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being faced by Indonesia, in particular in patent
protection in the context of national independence
through the prism of the ideology of Pancasila.
B. Dilemma
Indonesia is currently experiencing a
dilemma between the patent holder requires states to
implement the patent in Indonesia or let the state keep
running patent the patent holder in the country and
exporting their industrial products to Indonesia by
protecting it. Actually, both are equally bad. If the
patent holder is obliged to run his patent registered in
Indonesia, it does not rule out the possibility of their
industrial policy will create relationships
neocolonialism. Indonesia paced backward with an
understanding of industrial machines will be workers
to not be regarded as a slave in the era of the industrial
revolution was 4.0 which is all-digital. On the other
hand, if the machinery industry is patent protected in
the country that still held the patent owner,
Therefore our problem today is not currently
on the government's desire to change the Patent Act
that is considered contrary to the TRIPs Agreement
which makes patent holders are reluctant to register a
patent in Indonesia, but rather on how Indonesia can
strengthen the identity of the nation in the midst of the
International communication. Indonesia should be
able to take advantage of this situation through a more
intensive international communication that were
placed as its political culture.
The government is currently preparing a draft
Amendment Patent Act Nr.13 of 2016. The impetus
for these changes actually have been deposited, but the
insistence of industrialized countries that in fact the
owner and holder of patents in a variety of
International and Indonesian representatives meeting
in the Foreign Ministry are always running out of
answers whenever the questions about Act Nr.13 of
2016 on Patents, especially regarding the norms
contained in article 20, Act Nr.13 0f 2016. USA and
other advanced industrial countries was "disturbed" by
clause contained in article 20 it. Norms contained in
Article 20 that requires a patent holder is obliged to
make the product or the work process in Indonesia. By
foreigners are considered discriminatory norms which
may impede trade because of article 20 of Law No.
We like the loss of independence, good name
and our sovereignty as an independent nation seems
disturbed. This is our nation's problems from time to
time which is not capable of "looking up" in front of
the developed countries. In the end of Act recently
passed often can not survive for long. There are
fundamental weaknesses both at the level of basic
policy and at the level of policy enactment. Why
patent law should be changed, if there are foreign
factors is so dominant to "suppress" Indonesia in order
to change the legal instruments related to trade and
investment are detrimental to foreign interests? Or is
there a mistake from the beginning at the time the law
was designed, or because the law precisely because it
is deemed no longer able to answer the challenges of
the times are constantly changing.
As a sovereign nation Indonesia must protect
its national interests (commit Nationally), but as a
nation located together in the association International
Indonesia must also consider aspects associated with
global interests (think globally) to balance it with the
demands of local interest (act locally). Earth which is
a small planet inhabited by human beings need to be
saved and here sued International communication that
favor mutual interest. Patent protection is one of the
instruments to protect the earth from excessive
exploitation and exploration of advanced industrial
countries are increasingly voracious as if the earth is
only to be enjoyed today. This is where the wisdom of
the negotiators demanded our country in various
international negotiations to formulate concrete norm,
more legal norms have the charge must be applicable
legal, beneficial and equitable for the survival of
mankind on earth. Although we do not demand to be
treated with equal because our pace, but we need to be
able to say that our delay is not something that we
want and the destruction of the country will take effect
a disadvantage for other countries.
C. The impetus to change the Patent Act.
There are several reasons that an
encouragement to undertake changes in the Patent
Law 2016 Nr.13 among others due;
1. There are several articles in the Patent Act. Nr.13
of 2016 polemical, both nationally and in the
international scale.
2. The presence of new things that are substantive yet
regulated in the Patent Act. Nr.13 of 2016.
3. There urging delegates advanced industrial
countries (countries that has many patents) in
various meetings of International and Indonesian
representatives in Foreign Minister always running
out of answers whenever there questions about
Patent Act.Nr.13 of 2016.
The proposal to change some of the
provisions of Patent Act.Nr.13 of 2016, it includes
some of the provisions contained in:
1. Article 3 paragraph 2 of the simple patent
granted for any invention is new, the
development of a product or process that
already exist and can be applied in the industry
for a proposed return to the patent laws the old
is only for tool tangible (intangible) that have
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practical uses in order to sync with article 27
(1) TRIP's Agreement.
2. Article 4 letter d c.3 and business methods and
computer programs can be subject whether
patentable because the arrangement already in
the Copyright Act. Nr.28.2014.
3. Article 4 letter f to be eliminated because of
this provision may lead to monopoly and drugs
by the patent can not be a generic drug.
4. Article 4.f.1 and the second concerns the use of
the second / subsequent use and new forms of
existing compounds which can not be patented.
5. Article 6 of the relevant grace period should
not be restricted for 6 months but 12 months in
order to allow more time on research.
6. Article 12 with regard to the invention within
the scope of the work must protect the rights of
employees and not solely favor the owners of
capital.
7. Article 20 on the obligation to make the
product / using the patent process in Indonesia
8. Also associated with the Article 39 concerning
changes to the data change request.
9. Article 82 on compulsory licensing
10. Article 82, paragraph (1) letter c needs to be
clarified because many patent patent
application particularly simple taking ideas
from the previous patent with bad intentions.
11. Likewise, Article 93 related to exports and
imports of pharmaceutical products and it is
only for the implementation of the patent by
the government instead of a compulsory license
as intended by Article 82.
12. Article 109 of the implementation of the patent
by the government.
13. Article 127 paragraph (2) should be deleted
because the patent owner wants to pay for itself
without authority is also associated with the
Article 128 patent holder may submit a written
request payment of annual fees associated with
using mechanism grace period.
Several articles that need to be revised,
because it is not in sync with the TRIP's Agreement
which Indonesia has ratification with Act. Nr. 7 of
1994.
Norms contained in Article 20 became the
main focus for, requires a patent holder to make a
product or work process in Indonesia. By foreign
parties are considered discriminatory norms which
may impede trade because of article 20 of Patent Act.
Nr.13 of 2016 is regarded as contrary to article 27 (1)
of the TRIPs Agreement. The foreign patent owner
wants patent protection in Indonesia without having to
create a product or performing a process in Indonesia.
Meanwhile, on the other hand states that the
purpose of marketing the product patent does not want
if they are to be positioned as a "guard" the patent
owner who came from other countries are only being
targeted marketing of its production.
This is where the role of the State is required
to "present". The state should return to "khittah" RI
State Constitution of 1945 which contains the ideals of
freedom and make Pancasila as the foundation of
ideological / philosophical basis of making all nations
and legal norms in force in Indonesia. Borrowing
theory of Hans Kelsen, Pancasila should be the
highest legal source or placed as Grundnorm. Points
banked all concrete legal norms CW Patton said.1
In the RI State Constitution of 1945 ideals of
freedom by the Founding Fathers formulated as state
objectives and goals will be achieved with the
foundation of Pancasila as the state ideology. Such
statement is a reason why these people should be
established. Of course the same reason also the
underlying why people need to maintain this
independence, it is necessary to maintain the existence
of this nation, need to guard the independence of this
nation. This is the text of a state which is not only
seen as sacred, but it needs to be constantly buzzed
and realized that this nation is not cut off from the
roots of ideology, the roots of civilization of the
nation, which in turn is not enslaved by foreigners
within their own country or not be a spectator in his
own country , In the midst of civilization advancement
of mankind in the digital era, 4.0 era industrial
revolution which has disrupting various things that
have been considered old-fashioned and replaced with
something new, the topic is more interesting to study.
Which disrupted not only things that are considered to
be ancient and sacred, but also have entered into the
very principle of the life of the state namely; ideology.
D. Base on Pancasila Ideology
Seventy-eight days before the independence
of Indonesia, precisely on June 1, 1945, Bung Karno
in his speech laid the foundation of the country which
he named "Pancasila". The idea and the idea of
Pancasila was not necessarily come about easily but
experienced a long process.
Which by the Yudi Latif, 2 called a natural
genius heritage and people of Indonesia (Indonesian
nation and society). Pancasila is the abstraction of the
original paradicmatic Velues of Indonesian Culture
and society quarried from Indonesia itself, as
expressed in various speeches Bung Karno.
As the diggers, the originator of Pancasila,
Bung Karno well aware of the importance of laying
the foundation of the state above their own national
identity. Basic quarried from Indonesia itself after
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careful traveling people. Indeed, at first there was a lot
of ideology bids submitted at the hearing Dokuritsu
Zyunbi Tyoosakai. There is proposing country is built
on a foundation of socialist ideology. There are also
voices that want to Marxist ideology. There also are
proposed over the Islamic ideology this country was
founded. Bung Karno in his speech by taking an
example in some countries, such as Saudi Arabia was
founded by Ibn Saud over the Islamic ideology, Lenin
founded the Soviet state over weltanshauung
Marxistische, Hitler established a German above
weltanschauung National Sozialistische, Dai Nippon
country founded on weltanschauung Tenoo Koodoo
Seishin. Sun Yat-sen founded the Chinese nation over
the San Min Chu I (Mintsu, Minchuan, Min Seng and
nasionalism). That's the "content" of independent
states established by the founding fathernya
respectively. That was received by the president
describes as a difference between "content" in each
country based on the degree and the experience of his
country's history.
Pancasila in the literature 3 said to be the
result of a squeeze on the quintessence of the socio-
cultural life of the Indonesian nation. Quintessence of
civilization, the quintessence of culture, starch
formulated by thinkers and the founding fathers of this
nation who are methodology an abstraction of the
original values of social and cultural paradigmatic
Indonesian people.
The formulation of Pancasila which has been
agreed by the founding fathers of Indonesia,
objectively admired by an expert on Indonesia, from
Cornell University, USA, George Mc Turnan Kahin.
In his book Nationalism and Revolution, Kahin said
that the formulation of the Pancasila ideology
expressed "Pancasila is the best exposition of history I
have ever seen".4
President of the 3 Habibie said, "it is the
ideology of Pancasila very sophisticated". His
statement expressed based on his experience in
managing and leading this nation. Pancasila is able to
overcome the differences of ethnicity, religion and the
factors surrounding pluralistic Indonesian life.
Pancasila has avoided this nation from the threat of
schism or disintegration. BJ Habibie has changed the
technological awareness into Ideological
consciousness.
Philosophical values of Pancasila is also
appreciated by the British philosopher Bertrand
Russell who said that Pancasila is a creative synthesis
between the Declaration of American Independence
(which represents the ideology of capitalist
democracy), the Communist Manifesto (which
represents the ideology of communism). This view of
the philosophy of Pancasila was also expressed by
Routges stating that "Of all the countries in Southeast
Asia, Indonesia was in the constitution, the first and
most emphatically do real psychological background
of all the revolution against the invaders. In the
philosophy of the country, Pancasila accompanied by
the reasons described in greater depth than the events
of the revolution itself.5
Technological awareness should be
converted into ideological consciousness and society
technological society Pancasila replaced by combined
elements of the cultural, structural and transcendental
summarized in the values of the fundamental
(principle values).
Principle values was used as the basis for the
formulation of the rule of law, as a philosophical
foundation. As the state philosophy, the source of all
sources of law. As a state ideology, ideals of
Pancasila will ideally be able to color the applicable
rule of law in Indonesia. Pancasila color will look in
concrete legal norms contained in the laws and
regulations applicable in Indonesia.
E. Pancasila Ideology and the Industrial
Revolution 4.0
Human civilization continues to grow and
develop and run symmetrically with the advancement
of science and technology. Developments even in the
world of industry run in accordance with the
proposition that change. Changes that can run quickly
and suddenly called revolution and could slow the
flow of changes to elements other societal called
evolution. In the industrial world often runs
revolution. Fast and suddenly called by the Industrial
Revolution. In the literature, this time the world has
entered the Industrial Revolution 4.0.
The concept of the industrial revolution 4.0
was first introduced by Professor Klaus Schwab.
Famed German economists wrote in his book, The
Fourth Industrial Revolution. According Schawab this
concept has changed the ways and lifestyles and
systems of human labor.
At a meeting of the Academic community in Bandung
Institute of Technology, Richard Mengko 6 - which
took resources from AT Kearney - reveal the stages of
the Industrial Revolution as follows:
1. The end of the 18th century
The first industrial revolution occurred in the late
18th century. Marked by the discovery of the
first mechanical looms in 1784. At that time, the
industry introduced the mechanical production
facilities use water power and steam. Work
equipment which initially relied on human and
animal power was eventually replaced by the
machine. Many people are unemployed but
production is believed to be doubled.
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2. The beginning of the 20th century
2.0 Industrial Revolution occurred in the early
20th century. At that time there was the
introduction of mass production based on the
division of labor. The first production line
involving slaughterhouses in Cincinnati in 1870.
3. Beginning in 1970
At the beginning of 1970 is considered as the
initial emergence of the industrial revolution 3.0.
Starting with the use of electronic and
information technology for automation of
production. The debut of the third generation
industrial revolution characterized by the
emergence of the first programmable logic
controller (PLC), the modem 084-969. This
computer-based automation system makes
industrial machine is no longer under human
control. The impact is the cost of production
becomes cheaper.
4. Mid-Year 2011.
Industrial revolution 4.0 era characterized by
cyber-physical systems. Today the industry
began to touch the virtual world, connectivity
shaped man, machine and the data, all existing
everywhere. This term is known as the internet
of things.
Joko Widodo Presien quite inspired by the
journey of the Industrial Revolution, so this
opportunity and are thought to contribute more
job creation and new investments based
technology. So he initiated the establishment of a
roadmap called Making Indonesia 4.0.
In relation to this case Satriyo Wibowo - from
Planted Group Communications - added, the process
of adaptation to rapid changes too quickly to be
anticipated by all parties involved. One way to
anticipate the speed of this change is to work jointly
by the parties concerned in it.
"The collaboration between diverse institutions
need to be expanded and deepened to improve the
efficiency of harmonious growth in the face of
accelerating this change," said Wibowo.
Industrial Revolution 4.0 if not observed
properly will be the starting point "Colonization
Technology".
F. Pancasila, Ideals of Independence and the
Patent Act
Often times in every conversation in this
country - related to shared problems facing the nation
and the State - the nation seems to have lost its
identity, have lost their identity, have lost their
independence, and the various stigmas that harm this
nation as if this country has lost its sovereignty.
In the preparation of the technical regulations
(at the level of basic policy), must include at least
three cornerstone of legislation, namely: the
philosophical foundations, foundation juridical and
political foundation (operational). 7The philosophical
foundation being part of fundamental importance
because it contains things that are related to the
ideological and ideals of the nation. Ideology agreed
by the founders of this nation is Pancasila. Ideals to be
realized forth in paragraph four preamble of the
Constitution of Republic of Indonesia, namely:
1. Protect the entire Indonesian nation and the
country of Indonesia.
2. Promote the general welfare
3. Enrich the life of a nation
4. Participate in implementing world order based on
freedom, lasting peace and social justice.
Patent Law - of course all the regulations
imposed another in Indonesia - should be in line with
the ideology of Pancasila and ideals of the nation.
Patent protected should Patent which strongly
impacted on the achievement of the goals or
objectives of the Republic of Indonesia. Patent
protected should patent that protects the entire
Indonesian nation and the entire Indonesian homeland,
do precisely the patent could create disintegration.
Patent protected patent must be able to promote the
general welfare in the sense of improving the welfare
of Indonesian society. Patents are an opportunity for
the vast employment opportunities for the citizens and
the people of Indonesia. Patents which creates sources
of life, a new economic resources for the people.
Patent protected patent shall also encourage
the establishment of intelligence of the nation. People
and patent users or users of the product (consumers)
of registered patents are becoming more savvy in their
daily lives and in the life of the nation. Indeed, lest
Patents and products make the Indonesian people to
decrease the quality of his intelligence and even
according to their quality of life. People more stupid,
more and no longer wants to use the opportunity of
thinking that generate innovation and invention were
intelligent. Patent protected patents should be strongly
impacted on the development of science and
technology of course all of it for the benefit of the
nation and humanity.
Finally, patent protected patent must push for
the implementation of world order based on freedom,
lasting peace and social justice. Patents that can ruin
civilization, destroy peace of the world and even
created the world a safe and comfortable place to live
should be denied registration. As a patent which is
based on the invention or innovation that uses nuclear
technology to produce products such as weapons of
mass destruction or chemical and biological weapons
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that could destroy civilization of mankind, or which
cause environmental degradation or a decrease in the
carrying capacity of the environment.
Like wise all destinations Grant Patent by
countries that aligned with the objectives of the State
should refer to the foundation of Pancasila ideology.
Patents granted by the state must not conflict with the
values of Pancasila. The original paradigmatig values
of Indonesian Culture and Society should be the
reference of patent examiners in the final assessment,
whether the patent should be permitted or not.
G. Patents and National Independence in the Age
of the Industrial Revolution 4.0
The problem that we face today are very
complex situation surrounding the life of society and
the State Indonesia. Starting from the challenge
Indonesia to achieve independence in the field of Food
Security and Energy Resilience up to maintain
political stability and security in the country. All of
these issues intertwine intertwined into a nation that is
multi-layered. The issue of foreign debt, corruption
that can never stop, an investment which is often
hampered by rules and bureaucracy and convoluted.
All that ended with the weak labor absorption, high
levels of unemployment, the slow movement of the
rate of economic growth rate that it impacted the
weakening of the bargaining position of Indonesia in
international eyes. Not to mention the issue of post
broke down the political keeps appearing once every
five years that drain a lot of energy. This output and
outcome no maximum for the benefit of the people. So
far, the results are only enjoyed by a few people who
are members of the Political Turkish winner of the
election contestants. The impact is of course rarely
policies taken back to the basic text of the statehood of
Pancasila and the Constitution of 1945. The policies
pursued often pragmatic in order to achieve short-term
goals. Law product forget that there rely lives of 270
million people of Indonesia. Points backrest fate of
millions of children of this nation forward. Law
product often shorten our memory this nation's
history. So far, the results are only enjoyed by a few
people who are members of the Political Turkish
winner of the election contestants. The impact is of
course rarely policies taken back to the basic text of
the statehood of Pancasila and the Constitution of
1945. The policies pursued often pragmatic in order to
achieve short-term goals. Law product forget that
there rely lives of 270 million people of Indonesia.
Points backrest fate of millions of children of this
nation forward. Law product often shorten our
memory this nation's history. So far, the results are
only enjoyed by a few people who are members of the
Political Turkish winner of the election contestants.
The impact is of course rarely policies taken back to
the basic text of the statehood of Pancasila and the
Constitution of 1945. The policies pursued often
pragmatic in order to achieve short-term goals. Law
product forget that there rely lives of 270 million
people of Indonesia. Points backrest fate of millions of
children of this nation forward. Law product often
shorten our memory this nation's history. Policies
pursued often pragmatic in order to achieve short-term
goals. Law product forget that there rely lives of 270
million people of Indonesia. Points backrest fate of
millions of children of this nation forward. Law
product often shorten our memory this nation's
history. Policies pursued often pragmatic in order to
achieve short-term goals. Law product forget that
there rely lives of 270 million people of Indonesia.
Points backrest fate of millions of children of this
nation forward. Law product often shorten our
memory this nation's history.
In many cases we like the loss of
independence, good name and our sovereignty as an
independent nation seems disturbed. This is our
nation's problems from time to time. We seemed not
able to "raise the head" in the presence of developed
countries. In the end of Act recently passed often can
not survive for long.
There are fundamental weaknesses both at
the level of basic policy and at the level of enactment
policy. Why patent law should be changed, if there are
foreign factors is so dominant to "suppress" Indonesia
in order to change the legal instruments related to
trade and investment are detrimental to foreign
interests? Or is there a mistake from the beginning at
the time the law was designed, or because the law
precisely because it is deemed no longer able to
answer the challenges of the times are constantly
changing. As a sovereign nation Indonesia must
protect its national interests (commit Nationally), but
as a nation located together in the association
International Indonesia must also consider aspects
associated to global interests (think globally) to
balance it with the demands of local interest (act
locally ).
H. Constitutional mandate
Indonesia as a country mandated by the
constitution, among others, to protect the entire
country of Indonesia and promote the general welfare
as stated in the Preamble of the Constitution of the
Republic of Indonesia Year 1945. That is the
constitutional obligation of the organizers of the State.
As a country with a large population and has
abundant natural resources, the role of technology is
vital to increase the added value and competitiveness
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in processing resources owned by Indonesia.
However, the developed technology is not fully
belong to Indonesia and have not developed according
to the needs of Indonesia, so the technology is applied
today not yet reached the desired target. Even today,
information technology and digital technology has
penetrated down to all sectors of life from the city to
the village. The problem this time is that technological
advances have not been fully utilized in various fields
of life, and its distribution is also not evenly
distributed throughout the population,
Entering the beginning of 21st century there
was a plan from the government to improve the
quality of technology use and quality in supporting
national economy transformation to be a more
competitive based economy. Research into the base
and major superior, because the development of
technology to national development can only take
place in a consistent and sustainable if the national
innovation system is strengthened through the
establishment of research institutes. The research
institute that can be managed by the government or
private. Utilization of natural resources, empowerment
of human resources and information technology
network systems, acculturation research, development
and application of technology in strategic areas in the
form of scientific publications, technology services,
Advanced industrial countries have long
implemented a policy that in answering the nation
development problems in order to improve the
country's economic growth. In various places in the
developed countries, economic policy and technology
policy is increasingly integrated and aligned to
improve national competitiveness. Thus, one of the
policies directed to increase the utilization of
technology in the production sector to national
economic development and an appreciation of the
domestic technology. Herein lies the strategic options
that should be done by Indonesia as a country with
natural resources and human resources are abundant.
Since the first foreigners to understand the potential of
Indonesia, so that their desire to "master" Indonesia
never stop since the colonial era to the present day.
Only the mode every age changes. Agricultural or
horticultural potential, the potential of marine and
mineral wealth such as gold, coal, tin and other
minerals become the target of foreign countries. Not to
mention the potential of forest products and other
energy resources. Wealth of biological resources,
genetic resources, flora and fauna that have the
potential for the development of the pharmaceutical
industry has also become inceran investors in the
sector of the pharmaceutical industry. They also
developed his invention through the utilization of a
wealth of genetic resources and traditional knowledge
possessed Indonesia. In order to do that, Indonesia
need regulations to protect the national interests of the
Indonesian people. Only the mode every age changes.
Agricultural or horticultural potential, the potential of
marine and mineral wealth such as gold, coal, tin and
other minerals become the target of foreign countries.
Not to mention the potential of forest products and
other energy resources. Wealth of biological
resources, genetic resources, flora and fauna that have
the potential for the development of the
pharmaceutical industry has also become target
investors in the sector of the pharmaceutical industry.
They also developed his invention through the
utilization of a wealth of genetic resources and
traditional knowledge possessed Indonesia. Therefore,
Indonesia need regulations to protect the national
interests of the Indonesian people. Only the mode
every age changes. Agricultural or horticultural
potential, the potential of marine and mineral wealth
such as gold, coal, tin and other minerals become the
target of foreign countries. Not to mention the
potential of forest products and other energy
resources. Wealth of biological resources, genetic
resources, flora and fauna that have the potential for
the development of the pharmaceutical industry has
also become inceran investors in the sector of the
pharmaceutical industry. They also developed his
invention through the utilization of a wealth of genetic
resources and traditional knowledge possessed
Indonesia. In order to do that Indonesia need
regulations to protect the national interests of the
Indonesian people. tin and other minerals become the
target of foreign countries. Not to mention the
potential of forest products and other energy
resources. Wealth of biological resources, genetic
resources, flora and fauna that have the potential for
the development of the pharmaceutical industry has
also become the target of the investors in the sector of
the pharmaceutical industry. They also developed his
invention through the utilization of a wealth of genetic
resources and traditional knowledge possessed
Indonesia. In order to do that Indonesia need
regulations to protect the national interests of the
Indonesian people. tin and other minerals become the
target of foreign countries. Not to mention the
potential of forest products and other energy
resources. Wealth of biological resources, genetic
resources, flora and fauna that have the potential for
the development of the pharmaceutical industry has
also become the target of investors in the sector of the
pharmaceutical industry. They also developed his
invention through the utilization of a wealth of genetic
resources and traditional knowledge possessed
Indonesia. Event thought Indonesia need regulations
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to protect the national interests of the Indonesian
people.
Patent Law in Indonesia today, Act Nr.13,
2016 is no longer mentioning the constitutional
demand and state’s goal in its preamble specifically.
Considerations that used to be very pragmatic with
reference to the progress of technology development
and therefore need to increase protection for inventors.
It is called the protection it is necessary to motivate
inventors to improve the work of both quantity and
quality and to promote the welfare of the nation and
create a healthy business climate. But there was no
mention in order to protect national economic
interests, to protect the sources of biological and non
biological power in the country, to encourage the
growth of domestic industry through investment and
technology transfer policies involving domestic
businesses,
Likewise, when the normative text, not
daring lawmakers to give a definition of patents
generated by the top talent is demand generated thanks
to the grace of God Almighty. From time to time the
definition of Exclusive Rights Patents are granted by
the state to an inventor over his invention. Remove the
values of divinity embodied in the first principle. This
small example of what can be discussed. Maybe
there's more some of the norms contained in several
articles of the Trademark Act that we need to test the
values of Pancasila.
I. Principle of Nationalities and the Middle Way
There should be clear what the desired calm
state with patent laws are perfected. So it is not just a
question of norms contained in article 20 of Law
No.13 of 2016 which was seen weighing on the patent
holder. Or is seen as a liability, discriminatory and
unreasonable.
Let's look at the sound of the editors of
Article 20 of Law No. 13 2016:
(1) Patent holder is obliged to make the product or
using the process in Indonesia.
(2) Make the product or using the process as
described in paragraph (1) should support the
transfer of technology, investment absorption
and / or employment.
When this provision was referred to the State
Tujuaan text, this provision is in line with the ideals of
the nation. Because a patent granted by the state and
the state must protect the entire homeland of Indonesia
and promote the welfare of umu, it is normative, the
text of Article 20 was indeed must be so sound.
But for those who see only from business
interests and for the sake of profit alone, then the
norms of Article 20 is considered to be discriminatory
and do not protect the interests of patent owners,
especially owners or foreign patent holders.
Finally, the provisions of Article 20 of this
raises a lot of discourse, especially among foreign
patent holders, especially in developed countries. The
word "mandatory" if this is a necessity, so the patent
holder should not be passive. After registering a patent
must be done immediately steps to make its products
in Indonesia.
Of course the patent holder objected, because
it is contrary to the principles of the Law of Objects
from ancient times was built on the principle of the
capitalist, namely to give protection to rights holders
wherever it is located and to him was given the
freedom to use / run or not to use / run. Such as car
owners there is no obligation for the owner to use or
exploit the car. Free property right holder to exercise
his right as far as not interfere with the rights of others
refer to Article 570 of the Civil Code.
My best friend Henry Soelistyo Budi
questioned where the "sin" of article 20 of Law
Trademark No. 13 2016 it? But my other friend
Suryomurcito Gunawan said, for what that chapter
implementation maintained otherwise. There should
be a balancing act that Article 20 of the Trademark
Law No. 13 of 2016 was to be maintained. 1958 by
reason of Indonesia can translate foreign books
without having to pay royalties, Indonesia resign from
membership of the Berne Convention. In fact what is
expected does not happen, after the exit of the Berne
Convention membership is foreign translations of
books does not turn up in Indonesia.8
So according to Mr. Gun was only against the
current policy only. We want to create what if the
foreign patent is not implemented in Indonesia? So
there must be a middle ground, according to Mr. Gun.
The same question also against Indonesian citizens
patent registered in Indonesia but not implemented in
Indonesia. That sort of thing can happen. For example,
to patent the technology does not exist in Indonesia, or
inapplicable in Indonesia because of unpreparedness
of infrastructure and technical supporting factors.
Moreover also refers to Article 27 (1) of the TRIPs
Agreement principle of nationality is not so precisely
to be applied in the case of a patent, even though some
of the comrades academics that Article 20 is not
incompatible with the principle of discrimination in
accordance with Article 27 (1) of the TRIPs
Agreement , My other companions say what if Patents
owned Indonesian citizens registered in foreign
countries, for example in Malaysia, what if Malaysia
then oblige the same thing that the patent holder
Indonesia was obliged to make the product or using
the process should be done in Malaysia? Certainly we
will face the same dilemma; choice between foreign
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protection with economic means to set up a factory to
produce or which makes it possible to run the patent in
a foreign country. what if Malaysia then oblige the
same thing that the patent holder Indonesia was
obliged to make the product or using the process
should be done in Malaysia? Certainly we will face
the same dilemma; choice between foreign protection
with economic means to set up a factory to produce or
which makes it possible to run the patent in a foreign
country. what if Malaysia then oblige the same thing
that the patent holder Indonesia was obliged to make
the product or using the process should be done in
Malaysia? Certainly we will face the same dilemma;
choice between foreign protection with economic
means to set up a factory to produce or which makes it
possible to run the patent in a foreign country.
This is where the problem lies. On the one
hand Indonesia wants to protect its national interests,
but we do not have the ability to spend it efficiently,
on the other hand we want to give an opportunity to
the foreign patent holders in order to pursue their
business activities in Indonesia in hopes of triggering
investment and accelerate the technology transfer
process. Is ideal. But it should be understood that the
foreign patent holders to obtain patent also does little
to spend time, effort and cost. If coupled with the
obligations they have to fulfill their obligations to
operate in Indonesia because they registered the
patent, - for example they have set up a
pharmaceutical factory in Thailand but also must
establish a similar plant in Indonesia - is certainly
going against them. By they have hampered trade,
contrary to article 27 (1) of the TRIPs Agreement,
they said. Therefore, my friend Mr. Gun propose a
middle ground.
J. An Alternative
Those who adhere to the principle of
nationality requires every holder of a patent registered
in Indonesia is obliged to make the product or using
the process in Indonesia. It is only natural to be
complied with by all holders of registered patents.
There's no way the state has a duty to protect any
foreign patents, without the contribution that can be
rendered to the country concerned. That is why any
patents or patent product registered processes must
support the transfer of technology. With the hope of
one day later at the time the product or process can be
diverted and used by the countries concerned for the
interests of the people and nation. Absorption and
employment is also an important aspect that must be
met by each holder of patents (including Foreign
Patent) registered in Indonesia. Patents should
contribute to the creation of jobs and capital
absorption. The point is not until the country was
given the task of "custody and security" but the state
does not receive contributions in addition to the cost
of maintenance. For then the state will be consumptive
and into foreign fields to market their products and
this will impact on national economics.
On the other hand it is the right material
patents. Absolute rights granted by the state to the
inventor, the inventor. Droit de suites have the nature
of the rights that follow nature wherever it is
located.9If someone has a patent, then the patent in
any place that would be protected after meeting the
requirements for registration. Terms set forth by
Article 20 of Patent Act Number 13 of 2016 is an
exception to the principle that law. Principle is indeed
always have exceptions.10Already right lawmakers to
protect the country contain such a requirement.
Countries are obliged to protect the entire homeland of
Indonesia, as mandated by the constitution (one of the
state's goals contained in the preamble of the
Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia of 1945)
must protect its citizens from the onslaught of
products, labor and foreign investment. Therefore, any
patent holder must necessarily obliged to make the
product or use the process in Indonesia and support
for technology transfer and absorption of investment
and employment. That is a growing view in academia
minded idealist camp.
Challenges faced by Indonesia today is,
Indonesia should also hear "complaints" foreign
parties. The question is what can be done by Indonesia
if, patents are not registered (or not so listed in
Indonesia by reason of the obligation under Article
20) in Indonesia. Can we implement it in their own
patents? Certainly not that easy. Therefore, give space
to foreign patent holders to not necessarily meet its
obligations as implied by Article 20 of Patent Act Nr.
13/2016's. Are made government regulation for the
implementation of the provisions exception with
certain conditions. Or Article was amended with a
softer norms. That is a growing view in the camp that
embraces a pragmatic ideology. There is nothing
wrong from both. But that needs to be guarded is,
Foreign patent holder may not act arbitrarily or blatant
exploitation and exploration of domestic resources for
business interests alone. Must be built symbiotic
mutualism between them.
My proposal to bridge the two is, if the
amendment is done, then the wording of Article 20
Patent Act Nr.13/2016 becoming to;
Article 20
(1) Holders of patents registered in Indonesia
are not required to, but may make the
product or use the process in Indonesia, but
if there is domestic investors who are able
to make the product and using the process
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in Indonesia, the patent holder is obliged to
give a license or binding investment
cooperation with investors in the country to
make the product or using the process.
(2) Regarding the size of the domestic
investor's ability to make a product or use
the process as stipulated in paragraph (1)
shall be regulated in a government
regulation.
(3) In terms of the provisions as contemplated
in paragraph (1) shall be implemented on a
variety of considerations to financial
reasons and investment then, holders of
patents required to provide the party of the
advantages of products or processes that are
marketed within Indonesia that is intended
for research institutions Indonesian or
research institutes Universities ,
(4) Regarding the procedure for the calculation
of profit and the amount included
procedures for distribution to the National
Research Institute and the Research
Institute of Higher Education on Patent of
its products and processes that are not
implemented yet marketed in Indonesia as
referred to in paragraph (3) shall be
regulated in a government regulation.
(5) Make the product or using the process as
described in paragraph (1) must support the
national economy, the acceleration of
technology transfer, investment absorption,
the absorption of labor in the country,
strengthen national research institution
universities and research institutes.
This article certainly does not stand alone. This article
relates to the provisions relating to patents held
government and Compulsory License (Compulsory
Licensing).
K. Conclution
Currently we are facing our homework that is
larger face instantly changes that can not be estimated.
An era of change triggered by advances in information
technology and digital technology. An era known as
the Industrial Revolution 4.0 which brought human
civilization in the days that are difficult to predict.
Man in the entire hemisphere will see a change in
patterns of economic behavior, consumption behavior
and choices of the type of job changed disrupted old
patterns. Large companies will collapse replaced by
companies that are invisible to the naked eye. The
company is controlled by means that are stored in the
pocket. Transactions no longer use cash or a card but
simply by smartphone. Many old things are eliminated
with the arrival of something new. This is called the
era of disruption (disruption era). There will be a gap
between the generations of the past with the present
generation (milenial generation), therefore it is
necessary to build the connectivity history in all
aspects of life so that this nation can grasp the pulse of
its own nation. Not pulled out from the roots of their
civilization. That is why in this discourse, is necessary
to find a formula for this nation to return to the
agreement this noble nation of Pancasila. In addition
to inter-generational dialogue is also necessary to
interconnectedness between the developed countries to
the third world countries (developing countries) that
the earth needs to be managed in a fair and should be
used for the welfare of mankind from generation to
generation. In the patent context, take a taste of nature
and return to nature, if we take anything more today,
in fact we had usurped the inheritance rights of our
children and grandchildren. For what we received
today is anything that has been inherited by our
generation earlier. Obviously we do not want that
suffering of our generation in the future, happens
because of our actions today. Patents as an instrument
to build the civilization of mankind must be developed
for the welfare of mankind. The Japanese, the
Americans,
Therefore, it is not too much also if the
provisions of Article 4 of the Patent Act No.13/2016
to be adapted to advances in digital technology
including a computer program has technical effects
and functions to produce a settlement of the problems
can be patented as algorithm and an encrypting (
security information). So long as it is directed at the
interests of the benefit of mankind living on the planet
in the solar system rotation is too small when
compared with the rest of the solar system that exist in
nature.
This job would require an unusual
seriousness done by those who engaged in the world
for this legislation. National Legislation Council must
take steps to bring forth texts of new normative and
not just follow the models offered by the advanced
industrial countries that have been grounded ideology
capitalists. We must dare to return to design political
policy direction related to IPR and trade law by
starting on the footing rests on the ideology of the
nation and the ideals of freedom. It is a prerequisite to
become an independent nation. Global battle has
begun. Christopher May11in his book "The Global
Political Economy of Inteellectual Property Rights",
said IPR instrument has been used as a tool for
advanced industrial countries as a political instrument
of the global economy. Trade policies associated with
IPR protection is actually a giant state ways to protect
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its economic interests and more days in ways that
increasingly looks absurd.
Indonesia could no longer retreat in this fight.
All we can do is to strengthen the domestic industry.
Reduce dependence on imported products. Find other
gaps such as the strengthening of the creative
industries in the country to offset the invasion of
imported products. The raw materials of local
products in the country do not "sale" in particular to
local raw materials for pharmaceutical products. This
is another strategy to invite foreign investors to create
and run a patent factory in Indonesia. IPR and trade
related laws should be integrated in one system,
making it easier to control matters related to
investment and technology transfer. With restrictions
in the obligation set forth in article 20 we have
experienced for three years, it was not effective, but
only invited "laughing stock" foreign parties not to
invite said "hatred". Let's end this discourse, by
choice; for government regulation that delay or waive
the imposition of provisional Article 20 (although
there have been regulation Ministry of Law and
Human Right Indonesia Nr. 15 set in 2018, but this is
still open a crack for a delay of 5 years validity period
may be extended until the patent expires) or create a
proposed amendment which provides benefits for all
parties to formulate legislation that can actually
encourage the growth of investment and eliminate
barriers to trade and investment in Indonesia, but still
pro partnerships provide opportunities for child
domestic efforts. Indonesia the future to be able to
formulate IPR laws and regulations including the
Patent Act Commit Nationally, Think Globally and
Act Locally. Legislation which is based on the
ideology of Pancasila, that law was dignified and
show the characteristics of Indonesian-an, identity and
independence of the nation.
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